2020: Call to Action! – August Class

A handy booklet with:

• Course private page: Yearlong 2020 Course Portal
o PW: 2020-Action
• *REMEMBER your individual Group pages for communication!
•
•
•
•

*Note: (Not linked here; they wouldn’t be private.)
Group assignment lists and contact emails
August 10th class audio and video links and transcripts
SAME Call Details for EACH month AND group calls
New private page for sharing of 2 line TNO guided Essences
o http://soulsupportsystems.org/2020-action-takers-essences/

2020: Call to Action
Yearlong Course GROUPS Lists
DON:
1. Nancy Sinchak: nlsinchak@hotmail.com
2. Nancy Strachan: strachanl@aol.com
3. Martin Skopp: ironchiro@aol.com
4. Linda Burns: sacredtools@yahoo.com
5. Neerja Bhatia: neerja.arora.bhatia@gmail.com
6. Carol Ward: carolward-pj@hotmail.com
7. William Ligon: wgligon@me.com
8. Laurie Timmermann: lauriedtimm@gmail.com
9. Anyaa McAndrew: anyaamcandrew@gmail.com
10. Soma: tshunter@emnet.org;
11. Gary Gilman: exactly1111@gmail.com;
JOY:
1. Melinda DeMent: melinda@soulsupportsystems.org
2. Karin Edgett: edgempress@aol.com
3. Janet Nicholson: jnicholsonedd@aol.com
4. Raine Harrison: homeinwnc@gmail.com
5. Aita Susi: aitakaisusi@gmail.com
6. Karen Dare: kmdare@gmail.com
7. Jennifer Elen Bríd: jhowell1221@gmail.com
8. Aurora Youngs: chesapeakeheal@aol.com
9. Mike Potvin: mike9p@gmail.com;
10. Shelley: totalbalancebodywork@gmail.com;
Flo:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Stacy Hentschel: staceyjh@quantumintegrations.com
Rene Cornwell: rgcornwell@msn.com
Sharron Clark: Sharronrclark@verizon.net
Mary Sise: msise3@gmail.com
Ellie Eckert: ellie683@sbcglobal.net
Angelica Christy: angelicachristi@protonmail.com;

7. Kisha Mungkornpanich: kishamungkornpanich@yahoo.com
8. Chantal Haracsy: shasta5565@yahoo.com
9. Sharon Lees: nolene@sympatico.ca;
10. Elizabeth Rios- elizabethmtndancer@gmail.com;
11. R'Delle Anderson: rdelle@andersonely.net;
12. Myra: mljack19@aol.com;
13. Laura Wolf: laurawolf@shamansheartsanctuary.org;
14. Mrs. Joey Anderson: Joey.Anderson@AvoyaNetwork.com;
Lori:
1. Amanda Reno: AmandaReno01@gmail.com
2. Alexa Major: alexamajor.z@gmail.com
3. Joy McFarland: jjskoko74@hotmail.com
4. Lexi Stead: lexistead@healingattheheart.com
5. Dorothy Stone: dstone@gmavt.net
6. Raphael Weisman: Healingthescars@Gmail.com
7. Margaret Joseph: Margaretmaryjoseph@hotmail.com
8. Patricia Olenick: patricia.olenick@yahoo.com
9. Anna Chrzanowski- ania1128@yahoo.com
10. Judy Snyder: judsny@yahoo.com;
Shoes:
1. Kristin Moquin: kristin.moquin@gmail.com;
2. Lauren Liberti: laurenliberti@hotmail.com;
3. Jaclyn Chisolm: wyldheart@icloud.com;
4. Sue Pighini: smpigh@gmail.com;
5. Charlotte Roscher: charlotte.roscher@gmail.com;
6. Susan Quinn: Susanq126@gmail.com;
7. Karen Wilson: karen.lerohl.wilson@gmail.com;
8. Roslyn McGrath: roslynis@chartermi.net;
9. Ilene Venizis: venizis@yahoo.com;
10. Karen Guman: kareng2016@gmail.com
11. Cheryl Perko: capshands@hotmail.com
12. Natasha Haims: nghaims@aol.com;

Misc. Information
• All class and *group meeting calls will utilize the same call details.
*Note: For a group call (you know your dates) a password will not be necessary.
https://files.constantcontact.com/a1b3299a001/ac967430-2373-4732-9d38-2b637f797f4c.pdf
•
•

Please connect with everyone in the course on the private page via the *Comment
section.
Please connect with everyone in your group on your group’s private page via the
*Comment section.

•
*Note: This is not the best place to get in touch with Melinda for tech-type support.
(Instead) Email: melinda@soulsupportsystems.org

Year-Long Class August 10, 2020
Light-Gathering Meditation
Audio

Transcript:
Tonight is August 10th of 2020 and The Nameless Ones are gathering. They are
actually gathering more forces this evening. They want you to understand that there is a big
council meeting happening. This big council meeting involves all of us. We are to galvanize
our energies and actually strengthen our cores, as we have been endeavoring to do this
year, and to fortify a stronger presence on the planet. This is so we may begin to stand as
Pillars of Truth and Light and bring the order and the consciousness of Oneness here in this
time and place.
In preparation for that, they are requesting that each of us imagine that the Beings of Light
that we are connected with specifically and organically and traditionally through our lineage,
that those Beings of Light are being called right now. They are being called around us to
stand and hold their place, to fortify a circle that will encompass and support us and to align
with the energies that we carry in our body. Then all around us, these Energies that are
coming forth will be with us from this moment on.

This is not just for one evening. This is for the rest of our lives. These Beings are coming
around us. There are joint Beings, in terms of each person having their own and some having
the same Beings. Then there are Beings that are standing as part of the intention for The
Ones with No Names to provide a gateway at this time for Humanity, to be able to shelter
and draw forth consciousness and be in Oneness and aligned with the Truth.
All of these Beings are here to support what The Ones with No Names have as a job so that
they can also have support in their ranks to uphold the promises they’ve made each of us,
the intentions they have actually discussed with each of us and the awarenesses that we are
now opening to integrate or digest in ourselves. As we are imagining all these Beings, they
stream in and they take up room, legion after legion; row after row of Beings.
As far as you can see, as far you can feel, as far as you know, these Beings are coming. They
are coming to stand with us. They are coming to create a field that is immutable (will not
move) and they are inviting you to feel them now; to actually feel them. Feel them pressing
in, gently, so that you feel the connection with them immediately. Allow the memories that
you are carrying, the awarenesses, the connections from many, many times. Allow those to
open now. Start feeling and remembering all that is with you from all lifetimes.
First let this feeling enter into the cells of your body without a thought. Just let it in. Then let
the feeling that is in your body open out so that you actually begin to receive either
messages, connections or subtle awarenesses; because as the Beings come in, they will
open places within you that have been closed.
Feel the cherishing, the holding, the celebration, the joy. Let all of your energy fields receive
this at the same time, in the same way. Breathe in this beautiful field around you; and as you
breathe out, feel the connection with all of these Beings, reaching in and out of your own
Being to merge with theirs, their Beings. Feel the rhythm of their Beings connecting to
yours, so that you become One Being. Dissolve your edges, allow for the merging. Feel your
heart softening, your soul dancing. Feel sparks of light moving between you and the Beings
that surround you.
Now, imagine that all of us are in a field. Some place where you may have been with some us
before, perhaps. There are fireflies and stars and moonlight and all around each of us and all
of us are the Beings of Light, and our Beings of Light are merging, more and more now.
As far as we can see, the infinite, creative energy of infinite awareness and presence is filling
all the spaces around us and within us. There is a pulse connecting us, above and below, and
as we feel the Oneness of all of these Beings and of all our beingness, it is one big field of
Oneness without anything but Oneness.

All of our form is dissolving. All of our thoughts are letting go and releasing any ideas or
thoughts that we have. Our mind is quiet. Light travels between us, within us, around us and
we all now dissolve. All the Beings dissolve. Our consciousness dissolves. Our bodies
dissolve.
The more we dissolve, the more aware we are of our interconnection and the way that our
weaving together creates this fabric where everything belongs and is balanced. We notice
that in the field of this Oneness, where there is only balance, we are surrounding the Earth;
Just noticing that we are making this big circle around our planet. We are becoming the
infinite energy that can bring the promise to Earth and so we imagine that all around the
Earth is this beautiful, white light that we are a part of and have created and have
remembered.
The Earth, all of the Earth kingdoms, elements and essences, the legions and the tribes and
the cultures and the people, they all recognize this light, this transcendence. They begin to
receive the light just like we just did, and they receive it fully into their bodies and their
hearts and their lives and their families.
We are pouring light into the Earth in every place, in every heart. The circle of our light is
permeating all the darkness, the fear, the violence, judgment and separation. It is all
disappearing from the Heart of the One.
We continue to send this white light around the planet, into the planet, into the very core of
the Earth. Just as we dissolved into the light ourselves, we dissolve the light into the Earth,
seeing it nourish the children and the families and the crops, clearing the water, clearing the
air, strengthening the climate, supporting all life: animal, vegetable, mineral and human.
All we can see now, all we can feel now is that Oneness of light. Like a crystalline grid that
now will encompass the Earth and hold her steady and imbue all of her People of Light and
the memory of Oneness and a connection with the legions of Beings that have come now to
support the transformation of this planet.
Be aware, again, that around you is this circle of Spiritual Light from the Beings that have
accompanied you before and will again. These Beings have messages and connections,
awarenesses and truths that they want you to hold as a steadiness in your field now, from
this moment on.
You are being invited to hold the presence of the circle so it continues to sustain you,
whether you need energy, or healing, or money, or connection or whatever you need there
is support around you to supplant any part of you that has doubt or concern or worry, to

sustain the essence of who you are and bring that together in the moment, removing
anything that does not really fit into your design.
As we end the meditation, be aware again of this numerous and very beautiful army of
consciousness that is surrounding you and all of us, the place they hold in the evolution, and
the intention they have to make your way easier, more direct, and to support your
consciousness as a player in the design of union.
Breathing and coming into the circle, sustaining the circle that is around you at the same
time.

Year-Long Class August 10, 2020
Message
Audio

Transcript:
The message this evening is that we are completely held; and the reason that we are
completely held is because of the tear in the fabric of the human consciousness that is
separating Humanity from Humanity. Each of you has been given a design for this month,
next month, and the next; three months, to support you in standing strongly in the world.
It is with great emphasis that we insist that your day be comprised of the simple instruction
you were given by us in this experience of these miniature readings, and that you also
recognize that you are being held in something stronger than yourself.
Part of the intention that we have created as The Ones with No Names is not just to reveal
what you carry, who you are, what you bring and how that will unfold. We also offer you a
viewpoint, and that viewpoint is of Heaven, of Creation, of the Monad and the Sophia, so
that you do not have a question about the authenticity of this life for you.
We come to each of you to support this unfolding of the consciousness that you carry so
that you don’t have doubt about that any longer. We are hoping that in the sessions that we
gave you, you are able to understand the power and grace that you bring; each individually
in a different way, but valuable, necessary and extremely helpful to assist in unfolding the
human design.

Each of you, we want you to realize, holds a place in the hologram. The reason that we
endeavor, and the one speaking endeavors so strongly to commit to you and to your
purpose and your place in this circle that we are holding together tonight, is so that your
valuing your own piece of this hologram will shore up, will establish for you, will gather for
you a momentum, a presence, a stability; so that you don’t question the value you carry any
longer.
You don’t compare it. You don’t worry about it. You acknowledge that what you bring is
necessary for the evolution of human consciousness. And it is very true that you don’t have
all the pieces. You don’t know everything. You are just scratching the surface and that’s
okay. It’s a beginning. You all know the chart we could put up for how evolved one can be.
That’s not the point. The point is that you each have a critical place in this unfolding design
because you chose to have it. Because you chose to have it, you have the capacity to fully
live it, to fully share it, to fully represent whatever aspect of creation you are representing,
and to support the intention of this lifetime to activate that.
We are always nudging you now to activate your potential. Do It! Just do it.
The idea that we have this evening is that you can, without embarrassment or without
dissembling, you know, minimizing who you are, without caution or shyness or beating
around a bush, that you will speak who you are, what you carry, what your focus is. However
you want to share, in two or three sentences only, so that the rest of the group begins to
feel the solidity of the mass of consciousness that’s carried in the envelope of this actionyear for all of us.
You may hear things that ring your bell, or your chime or lighten your spirit; or maybe make
you curious about where you want to really be connected in some way, to this person or this
piece of the puzzle. Or there is something that you really, really want to give. You want to
stretch that muscle and use that muscle to give what you came to give; and you are not used
to doing it as fully as you know you can. This is your chance. This is an experiment with the
free heart. Right? The free-heart experience, an experiment of the experience. Each of you
has this gift that you don’t see - because you have it, and who knows what they’ve got?. You
are always looking outside because that is the way the world works in duality.
This is the time to look inside; The time to really focus on who you are and what you are
bringing and why you are bringing it and how you can support others. We would like to have
all of you give a very short introduction to your vibration by speaking your voice, hearing

yourself speak your voice. We would recommend that each of you write down what you
hear, what you’re called to investigate or partake of or share with.
Right now your meditation sessions for the readings are in your individual groups and it
would be good in the next week or so if you listen to everyone’s, particularly if you haven’t
heard it or listened fully. Then we would like to, say maybe in two weeks, we open those
reading to everyone so that you have an opportunity to actually hear each other’s readings.
People can give permission now for that if you would like to, or wait several weeks. Just feel
into that for a couple of weeks; how would it feel for you?
If you are all open to that completely then we can do that right away. This is where you have
your choice of how it feels for you. You can offer any gift you want to the group. You can
listen from your heart and write down what your soul is connecting with. We want to do this
so that you can each have the sense that we have declared and witnessed as a group the
commitment to each of you to be present in this lifetime for the purpose, ultimately, of
bringing peace to Earth. That’s what this is all about.
Each piece you have. The p-i-e-c-e piece that you have is here to collectively create the
p-e-a-c-e of this planet.
You need to understand that this is the most difficult time that you will experience in this
lifetime. This is a difficult time. The flying home of many people without warning sometimes,
without being able to share their last moments together, the dissembling and separating
and strategic annihilation of life that is happening so randomly, and seemingly so easily for
some people, is just hard to bear witness to. As we have said before, this is the karma of
these people you are seeing in action.
Each of us, each all and each aspect, all of everything has to literally stand for something
else; To stand for what is true and real and will endure, because what you are seeing right
now will not endure. This has been promised for so many, so many years, this peaceful time
to come. Yet, we must build it, stand in it, stand for it, and call it into being through our
Essence. Our Essence knows how to stand in the autonomy that will free us. Our mind does
not know. Our Essence does.
Go into your Soul Seed now. Let’s breathe into the Soul Seed. That’s fingers on the place
where your ribs come together in the center of your chest. Two fingers from each hand.
Breathing in and into that space. Aligning there and feeling the commitment of your soul’s
purpose.

We are going to, in a moment, open this field for you to share and we will have a recording
just of the sharing, so if you would like to hear it again, you would like to write something
down, you would like to communicate with someone in the group, you would like to hear a
teaching or a learning from someone, you would like to investigate something, then you will
be able to do that.
Stay for a moment, going into the Soul Seed.

Year-Long Class August 10, 2020
Closing Meditation
Audio

Transcript:
Very briefly, we would like to commend each of you for the courage, the wisdom and
the truth that you held in your hearts, opened through your words and shared with the
wisdom of your collective, to your collective, from your collective.
We want you to understand that you may think that you are speaking your own truth or your
own vision or version of whatever, but really you are speaking of the wholeness all the time
now. As soon as you start to recognize more fully that you are talking about the wholeness,
not yourself, as soon as you are part of the wholeness more and less in your own identity
and mind, you will find that all of the yearning you have in your being will be fulfilled.
Take the moment of the earth dissolving into light (that comes from infinite energies and
sources that are innumerable, outnumbered, no numbers, no names, no thoughts about
origin), and just allow the Oneness of all of the creative energies of origin itself, of all, to
come around you. Allow them to fill you with that sense of belonging to this great
hologram, which is now fulfilling itself. Feel the immensity of you and each other and fill that
immensity with whatever the purpose is that has been expressed to you from your own soul
from wherever and from whomever. It doesn’t matter where it comes from. You know what
your soul is here to be, to carry, to share, to activate.

Be with the moment that you are in as it is shared by all life in any dimension so that the
intent and intensity of intenseness of your being, the striving and the decisions and the
consciousness can all wrap together now. All be part of the same ball of yarn. Each piece
wrapping around and holding exactly what you want it to hold and knowing that there is no
way to separate you from who you are, from the truth of what you carry and from the divine
essence that has birthed you, that continues to infuse you and that is always present for
you.
Know that we are with you, that we hold you, that we honor you and that this is the time to
continue sharing who you are with each other in whatever way feels appropriate for you and
to give permission for all that you are to be seen and heard.
And so it is.

Year-Long Class August 10, 2020
Video:
Note: The video is all-inclusive and very large. It may take a long time to load
on some devices.

